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About the Production
Ashley Zukerman, Dan Spielman and Adele Perovic are joined by Anthony LaPaglia and Sigrid Thornton on Playmaker’s second season of the
celebrated, multi award winning drama THE CODE for ABC TV.
Hoping to escape the storm they unleashed at the end of season one, bruised but essentially scot-free - Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) and Ned (Dan
Spielman) are confronted with the terrifying possibility of being extradited to the US to face serious charges in an American court.
Fortunately for the Banks brothers, Australian National Security is sitting on an explosive case they cannot crack, and Jesse Banks might just be the
man to do it. Exchanging his hacker skills for their freedom, Jesse and Ned are drawn into a dark world that could not only cost their own lives but all
that they hold dear.
Exploring the value of freedom of speech and the delicate balance between personal liberty and national security in the digital age, THE CODE
Season Two unveils the rapidly spreading and very real threat of cybercrime, and its capacity to bring an entire country to its knees.
Created and written by Shelley Birse, produced by David Maher, David Taylor, Diane Haddon and Shelley Birse, directed by Shawn Seet, and
executive produced by Carole Sklan and David Ogilvy for the ABC, the six-hour political thriller was filmed in Sydney, Canberra and Far North
Queensland.
Playmaker’s David Taylor and David Maher said: “We are delighted that THE CODE has been universally embraced by audiences and critics alike,
and season two takes it to a new level - with a stellar cast, political intrigue and thrilling action.”
ABC TV’s Carole Sklan said: “The ABC is delighted to be bringing back this brilliant, original political thriller. At its heart is the complicated
emotional relationship between two brothers as they try to find a straight path in a crooked world.”
A Playmaker production for ABC TV, THE CODE was developed through the Scribe Initiative and is produced with the assistance of Screen
Australia, Screen NSW, Screen Queensland, the ACT Government and Screen ACT.

Synopsis
Hoping to escape the storm they unleashed at the end of season one, bruised but essentially scot-free - Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) and Ned (Dan
Spielman) are confronted with the terrifying possibility of being extradited to the US to face serious charges in an American court.
Fortunately for the Banks brothers, Australian National Security is sitting on an explosive case they cannot crack, and Jesse Banks might just be the
man to do it. Brilliant, mercurial Jan Roth (Anthony LaPaglia) hosts a hidden online bazaar of illicit weapons, drugs and dangerous ideas. Exchanging
his hacker skills for their freedom, Jesse and Ned are drawn into Roth’s dark world that could not only cost their own lives but all that they hold dear.
Exploring the value of freedom of speech and the delicate balance between personal liberty and national security in the digital age, THE CODE
Season Two unveils the rapidly spreading and very real threat of cybercrime, and its capacity to bring an entire country to its knees.
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EPISODES

Episode One
Hoping to escape the storm they unleashed at the end of season one
- Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) and Ned (Dan Spielman) are confronted with the
terrifying possibility of being extradited to the US to face serious charges.
Fortunately for the brothers, Australian National Security is sitting on an
explosive case they cannot crack, and Jesse Banks might just be the man
to do it.
If Ned (Dan Spielman) and Jesse Banks (Ashley Zukerman) think they’re going
to ride off into the sunset after all the trouble they’ve caused, they are
sorely mistaken. Extradition requests have been filed in an American court
and the Banks brothers come face to face with the very real possibility
of being extradited to the United States. Fortunately, the authorities are
wrestling with a case they can’t crack, and Jesse Banks might just have the
skills to help them solve it.
48 hours ago a young teen, Callum (Otis Pavlovic), went missing and police
have begun to fear the worst. Detective Nolan Daniels (Ben Oxenbould)
and his counterpart in the private cyber security world Lara Dixon (Sigrid
Thornton), catch a lucky break when an apparently unrelated attack on a
car full of Aussie surfers in West Papua, delivers an unexpected clue. One
of the passengers in the car is a person of extraordinarily special interest
- national security interest - and in exchange for immunity Jesse will be
tasked with luring out one of the most elusive players on the darknet. Jan
Roth (Anthony LaPaglia) hosts an on-line market offering a cornucopia of
illicit weapons, drugs and dangerous ideas and it appears that Roth’s site is
offering young Callum’s, company for a price.
Jesse reaches out to Roth but things turn out to be significantly more
complicated than the authorities have let on ... Saving the boy is clearly just
one of the reasons they are desperate for Jesse to help them bring Roth to
justice.

Episode Two
Kidnapped by Roth (Anthony LaPaglia), Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) and
Hani (Adele Perovic) disappear in to the jungles of West Papua where
Roth lays out his own offer– unlock a heavily encrypted file and
get out alive. Hoping this will buy them time to find the data the
authorities need, Jesse reluctantly makes a deal with a man no-one
trusts.
Ned (Dan Spielman) watches on in horror as Jesse (Ashley Zukerman)
and Hani (Adele Perovic) are outwitted in their efforts to deliver Jan
Roth (Anthony LaPaglia) to the police. Not only do they fail in their
mission, they are ‘kidnapped’ in the process. Away from the watchful
eyes of the authorities in remote West Papua, Roth lays out a new
deal - he has his own task for Jesse - a heavily encrypted file that he
is desperate to unlock. Keen to keep the possibility of success afloat,
Jesse agrees to the deal, all the while hoping that he and Hani can
surreptitiously find and copy the data which will help save Callum
(Otis Pavlovic), before it’s too late.
Desperate for news and powerless to help his brother, somewhere
deep down in Ned’s (Dan Spielman) gut he can sense that something
isn’t adding up. What is clear is that the handlers in National Security
are keeping their cards very close to their chest and if Ned wants the
truth, he’s going to have to find it himself.
It’s a hunt which will take him back into the Canberra press gallery
where Foreign Minister Marina Baxter (Robyn Malcolm) is scrambling
to keep the recent murder of the Australian surfers contained. This
is the latest in a string of violent incidents on the road to one of the
largest Australian owned mines in the region. Its timing - right on the
eve of new lease negotiations - couldn’t be worse and it’s making some
heavy hitters in Parliament House very jittery.
In spite of the wall of doubt about his capacity to pull this job off, Jesse
manages to copy the data the police need. But it will also show that
Roth had no knowledge of the paedophilia segment of the site. As the
clock ticks down for Callum, they realise they have been chasing the
wrong man.

Episode Three
Racing to save Papua Independence leader Remsey (Greg Kapernick)
from false imprisonment and find Callum (Otis Pavlovic) before it is
too late, Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) and Roth (Anthony LaPaglia) forge an
unlikely alliance. Desperate for news of his missing brother, Ned (Dan
Spielman) reaches out to an undercover photojournalist to help locate
Jesse.
Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) was last seen leaping into the dark water from
Roth’s (Anthony LaPaglia) boat as Border Patrol raided the vessel. They
were racing to Australia in part to save Roth’s brother-in-law Remsey
(Greg Kapernick) from danger. As leader of a non-violent independence
movement Remsey is being blamed for the murder of the Australian
surfers. A member of his group was found dead at the attack site and the
“story” being told by local police is that it was a politically motivated act
of terror in protest against the mine … and the surfers fired back.
Roth and Jesse are also racing in the hope of finding Callum (Otis
Pavlovic) before it’s too late. Roth is burning black with rage about the
use of his site as a forum for paedophiles and his 2IC Gary (Guy Edmonds)
is going to pay. But things will go horribly south and the trail to Callum is
snuffed out.
With Jesse still missing, Ned reaches out to a photojournalist at the
Helmston Mine however Meg Flynn (Ella Scott Lynch) is running her
own double agenda. Using the mine job as a cover to gain access to the
political hotspot, Meg doesn’t need Ned Banks (Dan Spielman) exposing
her agenda. The trail will deliver more questions than answers but
what’s clear is that Jan Roth is on the radar of some of the most powerful
organisations in the world, and the attack on his car in West Papua, and
the death of his two ‘friends’ was more than just a random act…
Jesse lands hard back into the intelligence community who are running
the digital dragnet on every shred of evidence they have in a last ditch
effort to save Callum. And then a clue arrives from a most unexpected
source. They finally have the name of the man who is on his way to
collect the boy. The question is whether they can stop him before it’s too
late.

Episode Four
With warrants served, Ned (Dan Spielman) and Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) have gone on the run. Harboured by a master digital criminal, Jesse must
lie to Roth (Anthony LaPaglia) in order to save his own skin and that of Hani’s father. With political tensions high, a rally turns ugly as Jesse works
furiously to decrypt the files.
Extradition warrants have been served, Ned (Dan Spielman) and Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) have flown the coop and the revelation that Jan Roth’s
(Anthony LaPaglia) former life saw him neck deep in the cauldron of digital weaponry innovation is doing little to halt the fraying of anyone’s nerves...
The execution of Jesse’s plan involves a cocktail of challenge - the most testing of which involves a return to Papua to lie straight to the face of Roth
- a man he has come to both admire and fear... but the stakes are worth it. Also Jesse might just be the one to save Hani’s (Adele Perovic) father - the
man who doesn’t yet believe Jesse is good enough for his daughter - and save his own skin at the same time? Jesse cannot help but try.
Ned and Jesse arrive back into escalating tensions - Remsey (Greg Kapernick) has been deported by Australian authorities and is being held in prison,
where he has been badly beaten. A protest is organised, but Roth is determined that the time for peaceful resistance is over. The time for action is
now. They don’t have time to waste trying to decrypt the files, they need to go back into the US Offensive Cyber Operations unit where Roth once
worked and steal the keys.
When tensions at the protest boil over and Roth is called away, Jesse will finally open the files. What he sees inside that cyber Pandora’s box chills
him to the bone, and as shots ring out Jesse realises he has just loaded the digital gun of a man with a colossal grudge to bear.

Episode Five
When a desperate attempt to save a life is rejected out of hand, revenge is vowed. Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) is torn between genuine care for Roth
and the need to disarm the digital time bomb that is waiting to explode.
Roth’s wife, Kiki (Emele Ugavule) is bleeding out in her husband’s arms... and unless they do something radical she’s going to die right there on the
street. The nearest first world medical team is attached to the mine. With Meg’s (Ella Scott Lynch) cover there blown, there are dangers involved but
they have to try.
Kiki is still alive when they make it to the mine. She’s still alive as they scream at the security guards to let them in… But the answer is no. Roth
(Anthony LaPaglia) holds his wife as the life drains out of her, and then he stares up at the CCTV camera, declaring his presence. Let them all know he
is here. He wants them to know.
As Roth descends into a vortex of boiling rage and alcohol fuelled grief, Jesse (Ashley Zukerman) is caught between his genuine care for this man and
his desire to save his own future. Thanks to him, the stolen files that locate weaknesses in computer networks anywhere in the world - backdoors,
through which you can enter, spy, steal… or destroy - are now operational. And Jesse has unwittingly put this technology into the hands of one of the
world’s most newly dangerous men.
Ned (Dan Spielman) and Meg are trying hard to make the connection between the ‘framing’ of Remsey (Greg Kapernick) for the original attack on Roth
and his colleagues, and the question of who was actually responsible. The trail of politically inconvenient truths and deliberate ‘redirections’ will
lead them right onto the desk of the Foreign Minister. There is no longer a question that there was Australian involvement in the murder, it’s about
whether Marina (Robyn Malcolm) will trade in her conscience for a political future, or whether she will help Ned find, and then most dangerously,
expose the truth.

Episode Six
Roth (Anthony LaPaglia) is ready to show the world what it feels like to
be brutalised and powerless to stop it. With Roth’s shocking plan set
in motion Jesse Banks (Ashley Zukerman) must answer the question
once and for all – whether violent means can deliver peaceful ends…
As Jan Roth (Anthony LaPaglia) buries his wife in the remote hills of her
ancestors, his grief settles into something harder. He has a new, more
sharply focused plan - one he will need Jesse’s (Ashley Zukerman) help
with. As Jesse wrestles with whether he can truly betray this man he
has come to care for, his own love is being targeted. Hani (Adele Perovic)
has been offered an impossible choice - lover or father. She can save
one but not both.
Jesse has been cooking up his own plans to save them all, but he can
only do it alone. And he will need to dig deeper than ever before to pull
it off. He cuts the cord with Ned (Dan Spielman) and apparently throws
in his lot with Roth - the question will be whether he can make either of
them truly believe him.
Roth’s determination to make the world see what has been done is set,
a target has been chosen, a list of significant guests, including a Foreign
Minister and a good dose of stakeholders in the pillage of foreign
resources are gathered. Roth is ready to show the world what it feels
like to be brutalised and powerless to stop it.
Ned, Meg (Ella Scott Lynch) and Hani are engaged in their own
desperate struggle to get the evidence to back up what they know, in
order to print the story of a cover-up and conspiracy those in power
are desperate to keep hidden.
As the situation drags on and hostages are injured, Jesse Banks must
answer the question once and for all - whether violent means can
deliver peaceful ends…

CHARACTERS

Ned Banks
Ex online journalist at Password.com, part-time carer for his brother. Ned is sitting on a
decade of buried sacrifice, missed career opportunities, girlfriends, freedom – all in service
to his brother’s needs. The events from season one have left him jobless and all but broken,
with a healthy dose of paranoia. Saddling up his journalist horse will take him into the belly
of the beast.

Dan Spielman is Ned Banks
Dan Spielman has established a reputation as one of Australia’s leading theatre, film and
television actors.
Dan recently starred in the ABC thriller, The Code for which he received an AACTA Award
nomination for Best Lead Actor in a Television Drama and is currently in production for the
second series. He also starred in the ABC telemovie, An Accidental Soldier directed by
Rachel Ward. Dan has also appeared in some of Australia’s leading television shows including
Miss Fisher’s Murder Mysteries, Offspring, Raw FM, Blue Heelers, Wildside, Stingers,
Farscape, The Secret Life Of Us, Satisfaction, Mary Bryant, ABC TV’s My Place and
Darwin’s Brave New World.
Dan made his feature film debut in Paul Currie’s One Perfect Day for which he was
nominated for an AFI Award for Best Actor and an IF Award for Best Actor. His follow up
performance in Tom White, directed by Alkinos Tsilimidos, earned him a Film Critics Circle
Award for Best Supporting Actor and an AFI Award nomination for Best Supporting Actor. In
2011, Dan was seen in Daniel Nettheim’s The Hunter, alongside Willem Dafoe and Sam Neill.
He has also featured in a number of short films including Patrick Hughes’ The Lighter and
The Director, Nash Edgerton’s The Pitch and Damon Herriman’s The Date, for which he won
a Tropfest Best Actor Award.
Dan has been nominated several times for his theatre performances which include A Golem
Story, Knives in Hens, The Ham Funeral and The Journal of the Plague Year for the Malthouse
Theatre; Simon Phillips’ The Seagull for the Melbourne Theatre Company; The Cherry Orchard
and The Cripple of Inishmaan for the Sydney Theatre Company; A Midsummer Night’s Dream,
Art of War, Benedict Andrews’ The Season at Sarsaparilla, The Bourgeois Gentleman, Barrie
Kosky’s The Lost Echo and Mother Courage and Her Children as a founding member of the
Sydney Theatre Company’s Actors Company; and over a dozen productions for the Keene/
Taylor Theatre from 1998-2002. Most recently, Dan starred as Macbeth in the acclaimed Bell
Shakespeare production.

Jesse Banks
As funny and bright as he is socially challenged, Jesse has channeled his talents into
hacking – a small pocket of the world where he can truly shine. Unfortunately, not
everyone is enjoying his escapades - and the more the world tries to contain Jesse, the
more sure he becomes about wanting a life outside the box.

Ashley Zukerman is Jesse Banks
For his work in season one of the Australian political thriller The Code,
Ashley Zukerman earned the Best Actor prize at the Australian Academy of Cinema and
Television Awards as well as a TV Week Logie Award nomination for Most Outstanding
Actor.
Zukerman also currently stars in WGN America’s drama series, Manhattan, based
on The Manhattan Project, a covert research and development operation to build
the world’s first atomic bomb in the unknown city of Los Alamos, New Mexico during
World War II. The series, also starring John Benjamin Hickey, Olivia Williams and
Rachel Brosnahan, follows a group of brilliant but flawed scientists and their families
who find themselves in the midst of this geopolitical race. Zukerman plays Dr.
Charlie Isaacs, the newest member to join the established team of scientists. Recently,
Zukerman starred in SyFy’s miniseries Childhood’s End, based on the Arthur C. Clarke
novel of the same name.
Zukerman is perhaps best known in Australia for playing Michael Sandrelli on the longrunning Australian series, Rush, for which he was nominated for a TV Week Logie
Award in the Most Outstanding New Talent category. He also had prominent guest arcs
on Fox Network’s Terra Nova and HBO’s Emmy-winning series, The Pacific. His other
Australian television credits include Underbelly, Lowdown, and The Slap. In his big
screen debut, Zukerman starred opposite Sophie Lowe in the Michael Henry-directed
thriller, Blame, which premiered at the 2010 Toronto International Film Festival.
On the stage, Zukerman starred as Joe Pitt in the Belvoir Street Theatre’s 2013
production of Tony Kushner’s Angels in America for Eamon Flack. The production went
on to win Best Play at the 2014 Helpmann Awards. Previously, Zukerman appeared in
acclaimed productions of As You Like It, The History Boys, This Is Our Youth and BC,
for which he received a Green Room Award for Best Supporting Actor in 2009. Born in
Santa Monica, California, Zukerman moved to Australia at a young age and went on to
study acting at the Victorian College of the Arts. He currently splits his time between
New York and Australia.

Jan Roth
An ex-International Security Operative, Jan Roth is a digital freedom fighter, complete egomaniac and
is now hiding off the grid and under the radar in his wife’s native West Papua. Infectious, infuriating and
wounded, Roth is a Molotov cocktail waiting to explode.

Anthony LaPaglia is Jan Roth
Anthony LaPaglia is a multi-award winning actor who has an extensive and diverse list of credits across
film, television and theatre.
Most recently, Anthony featured in Matthew Saville’s A Month of Sundays, Neil Armfield’s Holding The
Man alongside Guy Pearce, Kerry Fox and Ryan Corr, Kai Barry’s Newcomer and Big Stone Gap with
Ashley Judd and Whoopi Goldberg.
Anthony’s recent projects include the BBC telemovie The Eichmann Show, co-starring Martin Freeman,
A Good Marriage, based on Stephen King’s bestselling novel, PJ Hogan’s feature Mental alongside
Toni Collette and Robert Connolly’s telemovie Underground, which tells the story of a young Julian
Assange. He also starred in the Australian feature Balibo where he also served as Executive Producer.
His performance as Roger East in the film earned him the AFI Award and Film Critics Circle of Australia
Award for Best Actor. His other feature film credits include the critically acclaimed Lantana, for which
he was awarded the AFI Award, IF Award and Film Critic Circle of Australia Award for Best Actor,
Betsy’s Wedding, The House Of Mirth, Sweet And Lowdown, The Client, Company Man, Summer
Of Sam, Autumn In New York, Lansky, Phoenix, Commandments, Brilliant Lies, Winter Solstice and
The Architect, Happy Feet Two, Legend Of The Guardians: The Owls Of Ga’hoole and $9.99. Anthony
received widespread critical acclaim for his portrayal of Jack Malone in Without A Trace, for which he
won a Golden Globe Award and earned an Emmy Award nomination and two SAG Award nominations for
Outstanding Male Actor and a SAG Award nomination for Outstanding Ensemble.
His television credits include a recurring role in Frasier, for which he earned an Emmy Award for his
portrayal of Daphne’s brother Simon Moon, the series Murder One and the movies Never Give Up:
The Jimmy V Story, Criminal Justice, for which he received a CableACE nomination, and Garden Of
Redemption. Anthony has also appeared on stage in Stanley Tucci’s Lend Me A Tenor for the Music Box
Theatre. He won a Tony Award, Drama Desk Award and Outer Critics Circle Award for his performance
in the Arthur Miller classic A View From The Bridge. His additional stage credits include The Rose Tattoo,
which earned him a Drama Desk nomination for Outstanding Featured Actor in a Play, the Off Broadway
productions of Bouncers, Northeast Local and On The Open Road and the Off Off Broadway production
of The Guys, which went on to become a feature film in which he starred with Sigourney Weaver.
Anthony was the 2014 recipient of the Virgin Australia Orry Kelly International Award presented by
Australians in Film, which recognises his significant international contribution to the Australian film and
entertainment industry.

Hani Parande
A hardcore hacker, Hani had been busted one too
many times, and was paying the price by ‘helping’ the
authorities when she met Jesse. Hani has never been good
with authority and there’s no saying she’s about to start
now.

Adele Perovic is Hani Parande
Best known for her highly praised role as Lone-Wolf Eva in
the Fox8 television series SLiDE, Adele was also seen in
the feature film Fell, with Dan Henshall, Matt Nable and
Jacqueline McKenzie.
Adele most recently featured Arka Das’ short film Moose
and Amaan Hassen’s Kill Your Sons. Her other short film
credits include You Can Be Here and Joy of Sex by Daniel
Whelan and Sam Dixon, and Dancing Goat by Sam Dixon.
She also made a guest appearance on the ABC2 television
series The Strange Calls and on stage, Adele starred in
Eight for Exhibit: A Theatre.
Receiving the Australian Acting Academy Scholarship in
2005, Adele graduated from the University of Southern
Queensland with a Bachelor of Theatre Arts in 2010.
Adele recently graduated with a Masters of Journalism
from the University of Technology, Sydney.

Lara Dixon
Trained in the Department of Defence, now CEO of a private cybersecurity company tasked
with handling some of the government’s most sensitive contracts. Lara is razor sharp and as
extraordinarily cunning as she is charming.

Sigrid Thornton is Lara Dixon
An icon of Australian screen, television and stage Sigrid Thornton has been a key player in an unusually diverse range of
formats and genres, with the national press coining the phrase ‘The Sigrid Factor’.
In 2015/2016 she joins Anthony Warlow on stage in Fiddler On The Roof after her 2014 stage appearance as Blanche Du
Bois in Black Swan’s production of A Streetcar Named Desire broke all records for the company with an extended sell out
season accompanied by rave reviews. Simon Phillips production of The Blue Room also broke records for the MTC touring
nationally to sell out dates across Australia and Sigrid has toured nationally co-starring with Oscar winner Brenda Blethyn
in Alan Bennett’s Talking Heads. Her stage performance as Desiree in Sondheim’s A Little Night Music with Anthony Warlow
garnered rave reviews for Opera Australia in Sydney and Melbourne. Sigrid has been the recipient of many awards, award
nominations, honours and medals for her work, including Best Actress for ICA’s Australian tour of The Blue Room.
Her stellar television career highlights include the Australian landmarks series Seachange (ABC TV), The Boy in the Bush
(Channel 4 UK) opposite Kenneth Brannagh, and the BBC/ABC co-production The Far Country opposite Michael York.
1915 for BBC/ABC proved a hugely popular mini-series throughout China, Eastern and Western Europe (Sigrid was
awarded Top Foreign Personality in Sweden). She also became the first Australian actress to star in a US network series
Paradise and was awarded the highly prestigious Cowboy Hall of Fame Award for Best Television Contribution to Western
Heritage. Ratings winner Little Oberon (Channel Nine) and smash hit Underbelly: The Golden Mile and her guest starring
role in the cult hit interactive comedy Seven Days Later have continued to consolidate Sigrid’s unique position in the
Australian film and television landscape. In 2015 she won rave reviews in her “mesmerizing,” “master class,” revelatory”
portrayal of the world’s first bona fide superstar, July Garland in the Joel Jackson-starring telemovie Peter Allen: Not the
Boy Next Door (Channel 7). In 2016 she will appear in ABC’s The Code alongside Anthony LaPaglia and on the notorious
Foxtel Soho series Wentworth.
In film, Sigrid’s credits include, George Miller’s classic box office hit The Man From Snowy River (Fox Classics), The
Lighthorsemen (RKO) directed by Simon Wincer, Slate Wyn and Me (Hemdale) and The Man From Snowy River 11 (Disney
– Touchstone) and more recently Michael Rymer’s highly acclaimed Face to Face and Tara Karsian and Andrea Grano’s
BFF’s The Movie.
Sigrid has presented as MC for luminaries including Nelson Mandela, the Dalai Lama, and for the Centenary of Federation
joint sittings of the Australian Parliament. In 2003, Sigrid was included in the Top 100 Australian Entertainers of the
Century by the Variety Club. She has worked extensively behind the camera, and on behalf of the Australian film and
television industry, the arts and various charities. She was a founding Board Director of the Australian Academy of Cinema
and Television Arts, served several terms as a Director of the Australian Film Institute (AFI) and Film Victoria, was patron
of Women in Film and Television, and currently serves as a Board Director of Melbourne’s Malthouse Theatre. In 1995, she
was appointed to the Federal Government’s Commercial Television Production Fund and in 1999 was Chair of the Victorian
Film & Television Taskforce, whose recommendations revitalised the Victorian film and television industry. Sigrid also
continues extensive work with charities including World Vision, Reach Foundation and Vision Australia.

Meg Flynn
A hot-spot photojournalist, Meg is gutsy, real and on the run from
the hundreds of pictures of horror she has witnessed. In a maledominated field, Meg pushes harder than most.

Ella Scott Lynch is Meg Flynn
Ella graduated from the prestigious NIDA in 2004, having
previously appeared at an early age in the Academy Award-winning
film Shine alongside Geoffrey Rush in 1996.
With television credits including regular roles on both long running
Australian dramas All Saints and Home And Away as Hayley
Lawson (replacing Bec Cartwright), Ella played a lead role in the telemovie The Falls starring alongside Georgie Parker and Vince Colosimo,
and appeared in the ABC production The Silence, produced by Jan
Chapman and directed by Cate Shortland. She also appeared in
Channel Seven’s City Homicide.
In more recent years Ella has been seen in the acclaimed ABC
series Crownies, and the spin-off series Janet King. She also appeared
in the ABC/HBO Asia Series Serangoon Road alongside Don Hany,
the hugely successful Channel NINE franchise Underbelly and three
seasons of the critically acclaimed Love Child.
Ella also had a supporting role in the 2005 remake of Charlotte’s
Web, which was shot in Australia and starred Dakota Fanning. Ella’s
other film credits include Emulsion directed by Jonathan Ogilvie and
the Australian independent feature film Monkey Puzzle.
More recently Ella appeared in the hugely poplar ABC series Miss
Fisher’s Murder Mysteries, and also made her debut appearance on
U.S. television in the NCIS drama franchise.
Ella will next be seen in the role of Beverly Brock in the upcoming
telemovie BROCK for Network Ten.

Nolan Daniels
A Federal Police Officer specialising in regional security in the
Asia Pacific, Nolan is driven by an innate moral decency - the
question is, in the face of the truth, will it survive?

Ben Oxenbould is Nolan Daniels
Ben Oxenbould has over 35 years of experience as a performer
across film and television.
His film credits include Fatty Finn, The Crossing, Radiance,
Black Water and Caught Inside.
His television credits include Comedy Inc., Echo Point, The
Surgeon, The Cut, Wicked Love, Rake and Old School.
Ben will next be seen in Foxtel’s drama series The Kettering
Incident.

Marina Baxter
Recently appointed Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade, will Marina be railroaded
into towing the party line or sacrifice a political future rather than cover up the truth?

Robyn Malcolm is Marina Baxter
Robyn Malcolm is a highly acclaimed actor from New Zealand with numerous film, television
and theatre credits to her name. Robyn is a household name and is nationally loved for her
work in the highly successful television series Outrageous Fortune. Her portrayal of the
feisty Cheryl West over six seasons garnered multiple awards including New Zealand Screen
Directors Guild Awards, TV Guide Best on the Box Awards and Qantas Television Awards
with the added distinction of winning TV Guide Best on the Box Awards Sexiest Woman on
Television for four years consecutively.
Robyn’s television credits include Jane Campion’s highly acclaimed drama series Top of the
Lake, ABC TV’s highly acclaimed Rake (Series 1, 2 & 3), Upper Middle Bogan (Series 1 & 2),
and her own devised comedy series for New Zealand Agent Anna (Series 1 & 2). Also in New
Zealand, Outrageous Fortune (Series 1 – 6), Mercy Peak, Shortland Street, Clare and Serial
Killers, for which she won a Best Actress Award by the New Zealand Screen Directors Guild.
More recently, Robyn appeared in the highly celebrated SBS drama The Principal and The
Brokenwood for South Pacific Pictures. Robyn will next feature in Channel Seven’s
upcoming miniseries Wanted and the third season of Upper Middle Bogan.
Robyn has a solid and remarkable list of film credits. She appeared in the phenomenally
successful Lord of the Rings: Two Towers directed by Peter Jackson and also worked with
him in The Lovely Bones. Other film credits include Burning Man and Drift in Australia,
as well as The Hopes and Dreams of Gazza Snell, Boogeyman, Ted and Sylvia and Perfect
Strangers in New Zealand.
In theatre, Robyn has performed in over 50 plays. Most recently she performed with the
Auckland Theatre Company as Shen Te/Shui Ta in Brecht’s The Good Person of Szechuan. Prior
to this she performed in Mary Stuart in the title role, drawing widespread critical acclaim.
Other productions with the Auckland Theatre Company include The Duchess of Malfi, Midnight
in Moscow and Middle Age Spread. For Silo Theatre, she appeared in The Cut and she played
Winnie in Samuel Beckett’s Happy Days again to huge acclaim. She was Co-Director of The
New Zealand Actors Company touring nationally with productions of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, King Lear (Leah) and A Way of Life. She has a string of Shakespeare credits to her name
and studied at The Globe Theatre London in 2003.

Shelley Birse
Creator/Writer/Producer
Creator of the highly celebrated and multi award winning drama The Code, Shelley has written and script edited some of Australia’s most respected
television dramas.
Beginning her career on the ABC series GP, and story editing the final series, Shelley moved on to co-create, associate produce and co-write the
26 part series Love is a Four Letter Word. Her other writing credits include Wildside, Young Lions, Satisfaction, Rush and Miss Fisher’s Murder
Mysteries.
Shelley has also worked extensively in children’s drama, including the AFI and TV Week Logie Award winning and BAFTA nominated Lockie Leonard,
her episode winning a Best Children’s AWGIE award in 2010. Previously Shelley has worked in animation and live action children’s series in both
Australia and Germany. She wrote extensively for the hugely popular Blue Water High, including the publication of a novel based on the series.
In 2011 she was selected to participate in Playmaker’s Screen Australia Enterprise funded Scribe Showrunner Initiative. This led to her creating The
Code – the first season of which garnered six AACTA Awards including Best Television Drama Series and the 2014 AWGIEs Major Award and Television
Miniseries Original. Shelley also received the 2015 French Fipa D’Or TV Series and Serials: Screenplay Award for The Code.

Shawn Seet
Director
Multi award winning Shawn Seet is one of Australia’s leading directors.
Recipient of the 2015 AACTA Award for Best Direction in a Television Drama for his
work on the critically acclaimed Peter Allen: Not The Boy Next Door which starred
Joel Jackson, Sigrid Thornton and Rebecca Gibney, the Shine Australia miniseries
received six other AACTA Awards including Best Tele feature or Miniseries.
Director of Playmaker’s The Code for ABC TV, which premiered in 2014, Shawn
received both the ADG Award for Best Direction in a Television Drama Series as well as
the AACTA Award for Best Direction in a Television Drama or Comedy. The Code also
received five other AACTA Awards including Best Television Drama Series.
Shawn’s outstanding list of credits includes set-up director for the popular Nine
Network drama Love Child and director of episodes of Camp for NBC as well as House
Husbands, SLiDE, :30 Seconds, Dangerous, The Alice, Headland, Fireflies, The Secret
Life of Us and the telefeatures Loot and The Mystery of a Hansom Cab.
His other credits include episodes of Underbelly: A Tale of Two Cities for which
he received the 2009 ADG Award for Best Direction in a Television Drama Series or
Comedy for the episode Business as Usual. He also directed episodes of Underbelly:
The Golden Mile and Underbelly: Razor. Shawn was nominated for the 2012 ADG
Award for Best Direction in a Television Miniseries for the telemovie Underbelly: Tell
Them Lucifer Was Here.Previously, Shawn directed the first and second seasons of
the celebrated ABC TV drama MDA, which was nominated for an International Emmy
Award for Best Drama Series and received the AFI Award for Best Drama Series. From
2002 to 2005 Shawn worked on one of Australia’s highest rated dramas, All Saints
which received Most Popular Programme and Most Popular Australian Programme at the
TV Week Logie Awards and was nominated four times for Most Outstanding Drama
Series.
Commencing his career as an editor, Shawn rose to prominence editing the Seven
Network miniseries Do Or Die (aka The Rubicon) in 2001, for which he received the
AFI Award for Open Craft in a Television Drama. In 2008, Shawn directed the feature
Two Fists One Heart – a hard-hitting film about a son’s struggle for the love of a
critical father, for which he was nominated for the ADG Award for Best Director.

Diane Haddon
Producer
One of Australia’s most highly regarded producers, Diane Haddon’s list of credits includes series one of the multi award winning Playmaker
production The Code which aired to critical acclaim on the ABC in 2014.
Having commenced her career at the ABC as a producer’s assistant, Diane quickly worked her way through the ranks with credits including
television dramas GP, Police Rescue and Bordertown as script supervisor, as researcher on a number of programs including the arts program
Review and as associate producer of series one of the popular documentary series Race Around the World.
Diane continued her television career outside the ABC as production manager on the BBC & UKTV sitcom Supernova series 1 and 2, and drama
series All Saints, Cops LAC, Crownies and the telemovie Wicked Love. Diane was line producer on series three of the Showtime drama Love My
Way, the Fox World Australia drama Make or Break and the Playmaker telemovie Blood Brothers. Diane also series produced the Nickelodeon
adventure reality series Camp Orange series 3 & 4.
In 2012 Diane returned to the ABC on being appointed the Production Finance Associate in the Television Fiction and Narrative Comedy
Department.
Most recently Diane produced the Playmaker series Hiding.

ABOUT PLAYMAKER
PLAYMAKER was established in 2009 to produce writer-driven drama for broadcasters both locally and internationally.
Principals David Taylor and David Maher are award winning and Emmy nominated producers with extensive experience across all genres of
production.
Prior to starting PLAYMAKER, Maher and Taylor headed Fox’s Australian television production and development arm, Fox Studios Australia.
PLAYMAKER’s credits include the multi award winning first series of The Code for ABC TV, the TV Week Logie Award winning House Husbands and
Love Child for Channel NINE, Hiding for ABC TV, the multiplatform drama series SLiDE for Foxtel, and the telemovies Wicked Love starring Rebecca
Gibney and Blood Brothers starring Lisa McCune for Channel NINE.
PLAYMAKER’s SCRIBE program, an initiative to develop show-running talent, has produced four original commissioned drama series since it began
in 2011 and the company was recently announced as the Media Super Production Business of the Year at the 14th Annual Screen Producers Australia
Awards.

